
 WAMA ELECTRONICS TECH CO.,LTD  

Model:WACH06 

Thank you to purchase our li-ion battery charger, use that product for the exactitude。Use that product for the exactitude, The 

usage invites you the careful reading this manual before，And appropriate takes care of, in order to check。 

1. Main characteristic 

    ▇ suits the li- ion R123A with 16340 batteries refresh. 

▇ can the independent battery in single stanza refresh, or 2 the section refresh at the same time. 

  ▇ a color LED instructions light, the red bright hour is a battery refresh, green light bright the hour instructions for the 

power supply light or batteries complete to refresh. 

 ▇ exchanges electric voltage inputs to adapt to the scope breadth;The features is beautiful cleverly made. 

 

2. Technique specification 

 In put:  AC100V ～ a 50 Hzs/ a 5 Ws 

 Out put: DC4.2V 350mA  

Usage environment temperature:0 ℃ -40 ℃ 

 

Weight: 120g 

 

3. the method that refresh 

Show according to the plus or minus pole in battery in charger diagram, and match with the plus or minus pole standard of the 

refresh battery, putting into the battery, then proceeding to connect to switch on electricity the source.Battery above of the hour of 

bright red light in the light of designation means in to refresh the appearance, bright green light the hour means that the battery 

hases refreshed to complete, commendable bottom battery usage. 

 

4.Refresh time 

Refreshing the front pleases estimate in advance to refresh time, in order to prevent battery is placed over a long period of time 

in charger inside, affecting the battery use, the capacity( if 2 batteries refreshes at the same time, the capacity need to be added 

mutually) ÷ of the battery refreshes battery 350 mAs= refresh of estimate time.( hour) 

5. Announcements 

A,  refresh the process the inside must not pack to unload or loosen to move the battery arbitrarily, in order to prevent the 

influence refreshes the result.  

B,  that charger does not connect to switch on electricity the source circumstance bottom can't deposit the battery. 

C,  refresh the battery will have fever to belong to slightly normal like of now. 

D,  refresh please within the scope of 0 ℃s-40 ℃s of usage. 

E,  can refresh not the battery please do not refresh, may leak liquid or blowouts otherwise. 



F,  can't at damp, the local usage of many dusts with deposit. 

G,  can't keep shooting in the sunlight, stove etc. heat place usage with deposit. 

H,  limit the indoors usage only 

. 

6, warning: 

*  if meet When the child demand use, teach right operation method to child, combine to inspect its operation method in its use 

process. 

*  please not to put the charger to put in electric outlet at the place that infant can touch, to do not need the occurrence 

dangerous.. 

 

 


